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Abstract: This paper proposes an approach for the specification of the behavior
of software components that implement data abstractions. By generalizing the ap-
proach of behavior models using graph transformation, we provide a concise spec-
ification for data abstractions that describes the relationship between the internal
state, represented in a canonical form, and the observers of the component. Graph
transformation also supports the generation of behavior models that are amenable
to verification. To this end, we provide a translation approach into an LTL model
on which we can express useful properties that can be model-checked with a SAT
solver.
Keywords: Graph Transformation Systems, Specifications, Data Abstractions, Model
Checking, SAT Solving
1 Introduction
Abstraction by specification [LG00] is the fundamental approach to abstract from implementa-
tion details by providing a high-level description of the behavior of a software component. Such
an abstract description of the behavior is the specification of the software component.
In this paper, we focus on the specification of data abstractions [LG00], which can be viewed
as a particular class of stateful components. In a data abstraction, the internal state is hidden;
clients can interact with the component by invoking the operations exposed by its interface.
Common examples of data abstractions are stacks, queues, and sets, which are usually part of
the libraries of modern object oriented languages, such as JAVA.
Several formalisms have been proposed in the past for the specification of data abstractions.
Among these, we mention the pioneering work on algebraic specifications [GH78, GTW78].
Recently, in the area of recovering specifications and program analysis, behavior models (see for
example [DLWZ06, XMY06]) have been proposed as a simple formalism to relate the observ-
able part of a data structure with the methods used to modify its internal state. In this paper,
we propose a generative approach for the construction of behavior models based on graph trans-
formation systems. Moreover, we found that the generative capabilities of graph transformation
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tools are suitable for the generation of models that can be easily translated into logic models for
verification. For this purpose, we propose a translation of graph-transformation generated mod-
els into a linear temporal logic, on which verification is possible via bounded model checking.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls some background concepts on the speci-
fication of data abstractions. Section 3 presents the case of a traversable stack, a container whose
specification has been critically analyzed in the past because of its subtle intricacies. Section 4
describes our approach to the specification of stateful components implementing data abstrac-
tions. Section 5 contains our bounded model checking approach to the verification. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.
2 Formalisms for Data Abstractions
Data abstractions hide their internal state and implementation and export a set of operations
(methods), to allow clients to access their instances. Methods can be classified as:
• constructors, which produce a new instance of a class;
• observers, which return some view of the internal state;
• modifiers, which change the internal state.
A method might both modify the internal state and return some information about it. In this
case, such an observer is called impure; otherwise, it is pure, that is, it has no side-effects and
does not alter the internal state of the object.
Stateful components implementing data abstractions may be specified by providing pre- and
post-conditions [Hoa69] for the methods exposed by the component’s interface. Because a
method may also change the internal state, this approach requires the introduction of a logi-
cal abstraction of the internal state, which complicates the specification of the component. For
example, the JML language [LBR99] uses models for this purpose.
Algebraic specifications do not generally require an explicit abstraction of the hidden state,
since it is implicitly taken into account through the use of axioms on sequences of operations.
An algebraic specification is composed of two parts: the signature and the set of axioms. The
algebraic signature defines the types (sorts) used in the set of axioms, and the signatures of the
operations. The set of axioms is usually composed of a sequence of universally quantified for-
mulae expressing equalities among terms in the algebra. For example, an algebraic specification
for a class implementing a stack of strings may be characterized by the following axiom:
∀s ∈ Stack,∀e ∈ String : pop(push(s,e)) = s
which states that for every possible stack, the object obtained by the application of a push
followed by a pop is equivalent to the original object. Algebraic specifications are supported
nowadays by various languages and tools [GH93, Com04].
2.1 Behavior Models
A behavior model is a finite-state automaton that captures the relationship among the modifiers
and return values of the observers. In a behavior model, each state is an abstraction of a set of
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Figure 1: A simple abstracted behavior model of a Stack.
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Figure 2: A deterministic behavior model for a Stack
different internal states of the actual component, identified by a simple predicate on the return
values of a set of observers. Several different approaches to recover behavior models have been
implemented for various purposes. For example, ADABU [DLWZ06] behavior models are char-
acterized by states labeled with pure observers, while transitions are labeled with method names
(without actual parameters). Other approaches, such as ABSTRA [XMY06], produce more pre-
cise finite state machine abstractions by using different techniques to represent the component’s
state. Figure 1 shows the simple behavior model of a stack produced by ADABU; in this model,
the behaviors of all the stacks with size greater than zero are abstracted in a unique state.
Since infinitely many states are summarized in a finite-state machine, the resulting automaton
is necessarily non-deterministic. However, a deterministic model is often more useful to reason
about the properties of the component or to generate test cases; thus, we aimed at producing
a deterministic specification, that is, one in which the application of each operation brings the
automaton to a unique state, which represents a unique state of the object.
Figure 2 shows a partial deterministic model of the behavior of a stack. Deterministic models
grow bigger and, for components with infinite possible internal states, they can only partially rep-
resent the behavior of the component. Deterministic models, such as the one of Figure 2, rely on
the presence of a set of instance pools for the actual parameters and represent the behavior of the
component for such parameters. In the example, the push method is tested with an instance pool
for the input parameter composed of two different strings, “a” and “b”. In this paper, we present
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p u b l i c c l a s s MTStack {
p u b l i c MTStack ( ) { . . }
p u b l i c vo id push ( S t r i n g e l e m e n t ) { . . }
p u b l i c vo id pop ( ) throws E r r o r { . . }
p u b l i c vo id down ( ) { . . }
p u b l i c vo id r e s e t ( ) { . . }
p u b l i c S t r i n g r e a d ( ) throws E r r o r { . . }
p u b l i c boolean i sEmpty ( ) { . . }
p u b l i c i n t s i z e ( ) { . . }
}
Figure 3: The public interface of Majster’s Traversable Stack
an approach to the representation of the complete, unabstracted and thus deterministic behavior
of stateful components defining data abstractions by using graph transformation systems.
3 Traversable Stack
In this section we introduce an example of data abstraction that is used as a running example
to explain our approach. The example is inspired by a case study that generated a lively debate
in the late 1970s in the community working on algebraic specifications. We will refer to the
example as Majster’s Traversable Stack (MTS) [Maj77], by the name of the author who first
addressed the problem. The public interface of MTS is shown in Figure 3. For simplicity, we
assume the contained object to be of type String . MTS defines the usual operations of a stack,
such as push and pop, and allows for traversal by using a hidden pointer and by exposing the
following operations:
• down, which traverses the stack circularly by moving the pointer stepwise towards the
bottom of the stack;
• read, which yields the element returned by the pointer;
• reset, which moves the pointer on the top of the stack.
For example, let us consider a stack of three elements, obtained by applying the constructor
and three push operations of three different elements, the strings “a”, “b” and “c”. In this case,
the read observer returns “c”. If a down operation is applied, the hidden pointer moves towards
the bottom of the stack; thus, the read observer returns “b”. If the hidden pointer reaches the
bottom of the stack, a further application of the down operation brings the hidden pointer to the
top of the stack.
MTS was introduced because the author argued that no finite set of axioms could specify the
data abstraction in an algebraic way without using auxiliary functions, that is, purely in terms
of the externally visible operations. For example, the specification of the down operation would
require axioms like the following:
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Since n 1 is generic in the axiom formula, the specification would require an axiom for each
n > 0.
In the sequel, we will show how MTS can be rigorously specified in our approach, based
purely on the operations exported by the data abstraction’s interface.
4 A Graph Transformation approach
In this section we illustrate our approach to the specification of data abstractions based on graph
transformations. Let us consider the behavior model for a stack depicted in Figure 2: it describes
the behavior of all the stacks up to size 2. The specification of an abstract data type is given
as a graph transformation system whose rules can be applied not only to generate such a partial
(deterministic) model but also any other model that, for example, describes the behavior of stacks
up to a generic size n.
In this paper we use the approach to graph transformation systems implemented in AGG [Tae04],
which supports a rich set of features, such as negative application conditions, attributes defined
as JAVA objects, and conditions on attributes. In the following, we define the type graph for
MTS, which defines the kinds of graph nodes and edges that are needed in the specification, and
then we define the graph transformation rules.
4.1 Type graph
The type graph for MTS is shown in Figure 4. A state of the behavior model is either a null
state or an object state (a stack of strings). Conventionally, a null state represents the state of
an instance object of the data abstraction before any application of a constructor. The null state
is unique and represents the initial state of the behavior model. The type node representing
an object state is labeled with a set of attributes, which represent the return values of the ob-
servers invoked when the object is in the corresponding state. Edges represent constructors and
modifiers. Constructors link the null state node with a node representing the object state after
applying a constructor, while modifiers are loops on the state node since they change the state
of the instance. Each edge is labeled with attributes corresponding to the parameters, the return
value, and the exception the method might rise when applied (exceptions are modeled as Boolean
values).
As already said, behavior models rely on instance pools of parameters to be used to generate
actual invocations of modifiers. For example, we can generate a behavior model for MTS that
uses two strings, “a” and “b” as the possible contained objects. The type graph has a node for
each type needed, labeled in the same way as the data abstraction node. For primitive types and
1 In this and in the following formulae, the superscript j above each operation indicates the j-th subsequent opera-
tion of that kind.
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Figure 4: MTS Type Graph
Strings, we can box the value in a node that contains just an attribute representing the primitive
type.
4.2 Rules and Canonical Form
Since data abstractions hide their internal state, the information gathered by just invoking ob-
servers might be insufficient to uniquely identify the object state. For example, let us consider
two MTS of size 2, containing the same string “a” on the top and two different strings on the
bottom, “a” for the first stack and “b” for the second. In both cases, let us consider the hidden
pointer to be on the top of the stack. The invocation of the three observers (read, size, isEmpty)
of the MTS is insufficient to reveal the different internal state, since they would return the same
values (i.e., “a” for read, 2 for size and false for isEmpty).
Inspired by Veloso’s algebraic specification of MTS [Vel79], we use a canonical form for
the data abstraction to identify each different object state. We define the canonical form as a
language composed by method applications as tokens. The canonical form language must satisfy
the following properties:
• each string of the language is composed of an initial constructor and a —possibly empty—
sequence of modifiers;
• for each possible internal state, there is one and only one string of the canonical form
language to represent it;
• for each string of the language, there is an internal state that is labeled by that string, such
that the invocation of the corresponding sequence of methods produces an object of that
state.
As a convenience, we identify a language of operations, which satisfies these properties, as a
canonical form of the data abstraction. This explains why the object state node of the type graph
on Figure 4 is enriched with an attribute (CF) describing its canonical form. According to this
approach, any possible MTS instance can be represented with a string of the following canonical
form languageLMT S:
• ε , which conventionally labels the null state;
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NAC LHS RHS
(a) Constructor rule
NAC LHS RHS
AC: !cf0 . contains (”down”)
(b) Canonical push rule
NAC LHS RHS
AC: x>1 ∧ cf0 .count(”push”)−cf0.count(”down”)>1
(c) Canonical down rule
Figure 5: Partial GT specification of MTS (part I)
• MT Stack(), that is, the empty stack after calling the empty constructor;
• pushn (pushn−1 (. . . push1 (MT Stack(),o1) . . . ,on−1) ,on), that is, a stack after any non-
empty sequence of pushes;
• downm (downm−1 (. . .(pushn (. . . push1 (MT Stack(),o1) . . . ,on)) . . .)) ,1≤m < n, that is,
any non-empty and non-singleton stack with at least one down invocation but strictly less
than the stack size.
For each internal state of the instances of the data abstraction, and thus for each string of
the canonical form language, we can define which operations on that state are canonical, and
those that are not. Given a state X labeled with a canonical formX ∈LMT S, an operation m is
canonical in X ifX ·m ∈LMT S.
For example, in the case of the canonical form of MTS described above, the language defines
when a push operation has to be considered as canonical, that is, whenever no (canonical) down
operations have been applied to the instance. Every other operation is non-canonical: such
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operations bring the data abstraction in a state for which a corresponding different canonical
string in the canonical language already exists. For example, the chosen canonical form language
LMT S implies that every pop operation is non-canonical.
Once the language has been identified, we can define GT rules dealing with canonical opera-
tions (explained in Section 4.3) and other rules dealing with non-canonical operations (explained
in Section 4.4. For example, the language of canonical method applications defined in Section 3
for MTS can be used as a canonical form language for the specification of the data abstraction.
Since for each state of the instances there exists a corresponding string of the canonical form
language, we can use it to label each state of the graph. We implemented the canonical form
attribute type with an ad-hoc JAVA class that stores a list of strings, each representing an appli-
cation of a canonical operation. Each string is stored together with all the actual parameters of
the corresponding operation application, which can be accessed by invoking the observers on the
instance of the canonical form.
4.3 Canonical Form Rules
A canonical form rule defines a state generation, i.e., it specifies how a new state in a canonical
form can be generated from an existing one by applying a canonical operation. Canonical form
rules share the following common template:
• The Left-Hand Side (LHS) of the rule is always composed of a single node for the data ab-
straction state, and a set of nodes representing the parameter’s values needed for applying
the canonical operation;
• The Right-Hand Side (RHS) preserves the nodes contained in the LHS and, furthermore,
it adds the new canonical state and a new edge between the two data abstraction states, to
represent the application of the canonical operation.
For example, the MTS requires a canonical rule for the default constructor, and other rules for
the canonical applications of methods push and down.
Canonical constructor rules generate new transitions from the null state to new nodes rep-
resenting the object state after the invocation of a constructor. The LHS of constructor rules is
composed of the null state and a set of nodes representing the parameter values for the invocation
of the constructor. The RHS adds the generated state and initializes the observer attributes. The
canonical form representation of the generated node is initialized with a new value representing
the application of the constructor. For example, MTS exposes only one constructor, which can
be chosen as part of the canonical form. The canonical constructor rule is shown in Figure 5a.
Modifier rules differ from constructor rules just because the node in the LHS is a node rep-
resenting an object state: it cannot be the null state. The node must be identified by a set of
attribute conditions, which uniquely identify the correct state on which the rule must be applied.
Figure 5b shows the rule for operation push. Attribute conditions state that the canonical form
cf0 must not contain any down operation. The rule introduces a new state, with size increased
by one, the read observer returning the argument of the last push operation, and the canonical
form modified by appending the push operation. Figure 5c shows the canonical down rule, which
can be applied whenever the difference between the number of push operations and that of down
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NAC LHS RHS
AC: x>1 ∧ cf0 . contains (”down”) ∧
cf1 . equals (cf0 .appendAt(x+1,”push”,z)) ∧ z1. equals (cf1 . attr (1+cf1 .count(”down”)))
(a) Non-canonical push rule
NAC LHS RHS
AC: x>1 ∧ cf0 .count(”push”)−cf0.count(”down”)==1 ∧
cf1 . equals (cf0 .removeAll(”down”)) ∧z1. equals (cf0 . attr (x))
(b) Non-canonical down rule
NAC LHS RHS
AC: x>1 ∧ cf1 .count(”down”)==0 ∧ cf1 . equals (cf2 .append(”push”,z1))
(c) Pop rule
Figure 6: Partial GT specification of MTS (part II)
operations in the canonical form is greater than one. The introduced state has the same size
as the previous and the read method returns the first attribute of the jth element of the normal
form, where j = (x + 1) − cf0. countOperations (“down” ). It is not hard to prove that with
the defined canonical form language that element in the canonical form is always a push and
that after each down operation the read method returns the corresponding element obtained by
moving the hidden pointer towards the bottom of the stack. Negative Application Conditions
(NACs) preserve the determinism of the generated behavior model.
4.4 Non-Canonical Method Rules
The generative approach of canonical constructors and modifiers rules defines the state space
of the data abstraction. Thus, we represent non-canonical method applications as rules that add
edges between existing nodes of the graph. With this approach, non-canonical method rules can
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be applied iff the related states have been already generated by canonical form rules. The LHS
and RHS of a non-canonical method rule must contain the two nodes, and the RHS of the rule
creates the edge between them that represents the application of the method.
In the MTS case, method pop is not part of the canonical form. Thus, every transition cor-
responding to the application of a pop operation is added by non-canonical modifier rules (see
Figure 6c). A more complex case regards operations down and push. In fact, these operations
are not always part of a canonical form, depending on the context of the previous canonical
operations applied to the object. For example, operation down is canonical only when applied
after a sequence of n > 1 pushes, starting with a constructor, and for a maximum of n−1 times.
Otherwise, it is not canonical. Thus, a non-canonical rule (see Figure 6b) for operation down
must be added to handle the non-canonical case. The non-canonical rule has a different context
of application, represented by a different condition on attributes. In this case, the non-canonical
down moves the hidden pointer to the top of the stack. In a similar way, the push operation is not
canonical when applied after a down operation. In Veloso’s specification, the operation is valid,
and we can specify it with the rule of Figure 6a.
The MTS specification does not contain any example of non-canonical constructor rule. Such
a rule would be similar to the case of non-canonical modifiers.
4.5 Canonical Form and Topology
In principle, attribute conditions on the canonical form could be expressed by topological pat-
terns. For example, given the canonical push rule of Figure 5b, one can notice that the attribute
condition that states that the canonical form does not contain any down operation could be ex-
pressed by the following informal topological constraint: there exists a path from the null state
to the node on the LHS of the rule, starting with a constructor edge and composed only of push
edges. Such topological conditions cannot be expressed with AGG, thus we used equivalent
attribute conditions.
5 Verification
Our specification can be used to verify interesting properties of data abstraction specifications.
Our verification approach has two steps: (1) AGG is used to generate a behavior model of the
data abstraction; (2) the resulting model is translated into a Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) model,
on which we apply SAT-solving [DP60] to model-check properties.
5.1 Model Generation
In general, model checking a specification expressed with graph transformations is not easy;
several solutions have been proposed for the general case [BS06, RSV04]. However, the behavior
of our rules, as expressed in the previous section, is limited: they can only add new nodes or
edges to the graph. At each transformation step, the graph on which the rule is applied is left
unmodified by the rule itself. For this reason, the model to be checked is an instance graph (i.e.,
a behavior model of the data abstraction) after a limited number of rule applications, and it can
be generated by simply using AGG.
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Graph transformation rules can generate infinitely many behavior models. For example, for
any data abstraction with potentially infinite states, our specification approach can generate an
unbounded number of graphs representing the behavior of the data abstraction. To model check
the specification against certain properties we need to bound generated models by adding some
attribute conditions on the canonical form rules. Non-canonical form rules are implicitly limited
by the fact that they operate by only adding edges between existing nodes.
For example, suppose that we want to verify a given property on the MTS previously defined;
we might choose to limit the scope of the verification to all the possible states of a MTS with
size < 4. We can limit the application of canonical rules, and thus the size of the model, by
adding this constraint as a constraint to the attributes of canonical form rules. In the case of
MTS, the canonical rule to be constrained is the push canonical rule. If the size attribute of
the node on the LHS is greater than or equal to 4, the push canonical rule is not applied, thus
stopping the generation of new nodes.
5.2 LTL Translation
The model obtained by applying the rules of the graph grammar is translated into an LTL de-
scription which can be fed to ZOT [PMS07], together with the set of properties that should be
satisfied by all the possible states of the data abstraction. ZOT produces a corresponding set of
propositional formulae which can be automatically used as input for a SAT-solver.
The axioms for the logical model are built in the following way:
• We define a variable with finite domain for the state of the behavior model; the domain is
a set of items defining the state in which an object of the data abstraction can be.
• Similarly, we define a set of variables for each observer attribute on each node repre-
senting a state of the object; for example, we might define a variable named size for the
corresponding observer that can assume a set of different integer values, such as {0,1,2,3}
if we correspondingly limit the model.
• We define a variable called do that represents the name of the operation enabled in the
transition; it can assume a set of values composed of the names of the constructors and
modifiers, together with a string representation of their actual parameters.
Axioms A set of axioms is needed to characterize each state with the corresponding observer
variables. Thus, the translation contains a set of implications of the following kind:
state = s1a⇒ (size = 1)∧ (isEmpty = f alse)∧ (read = a)
Enabled transitions can be expressed by defining axioms that denote which operations can be
applied in a state. For example, the following axiom:
state = s0 ⇒ (do = pusha∨do = pushb∨do = popE)
states that the only possible operations that can be done on the empty stack are push and pop
operation, which is exceptional.
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Finally, we need axioms to define the postcondition of the application of methods. For exam-
ple, the axiom:
do = stack⇒ X(state = s0)
states that the next state after the invocation of the constructor is the state corresponding to the
empty stack. Another example is given by the following implications:
(state = s0∧do = pusha⇒ X(state = s1a))∧ (state = s0∧do = pushb⇒ X(state = s1b))
These implications define the different behavior obtained by pushing different elements on
the empty stack. With all these axioms defined, we have an LTL specification on which each
transition represents the application of an operation on instances of the data abstraction. For
this reason, we can use the LTL operator X to predicate on which states are reached after the
application of a sequence of methods.
5.3 Example Properties
Let us consider the following simple property, which states that the application of a pop after a
push in any state brings the object to the same initial state:
∀x ∈ state vals ((state = x)∧ (do = pusha∨do = pushb)∧X(do = pop)
⇒ X2(state = x))
Precisely, the property states that if we are in state x and we push a or b, and then we do a pop, the
final state is again x. Another, more complex property, for the MTS is that for any state x where
the size of the stack is greater than or equal to 2, the application of n = size() down operations
brings the object to state x:
∀x ∈ state vals,y ∈ {2,3} ((state = x)∧ (size = y)∧ (∀k(0≤ k < y⇒ Xk(do = down)))
⇒ Xy(state = x))
We fed ZOT with the LTL translation of a generated behavior model with states with size < 4,
and checked it against these two properties. The LTL model, together with the negated properties,
was found unsatisfiable in a few seconds; thus, the two properties are valid for the chosen bound.
6 Conclusions
¡¡¡¡¡¡¡ .mine This paper presented an approach to the specification and verification of data ab-
stractions by using graph transformations. The generative nature of graph transformations pro-
vided a means to describe intensionally the (potentially infinite) behavior models of abstract
data types, thus overcoming the limitations of plain finite-state automata. Graph transforma-
tions can be used to generate behavior models of the specified data abstraction which can be
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easily translated to a finite set of axioms suitable for automatic verification, for example by using
a SAT-solver. By using a generative approach, the complexity of the generated model can be
tailored to the verification needs. ======= ¿¿¿¿¿¿¿ .r799
¡¡¡¡¡¡¡ .mine
We provided the specification of traversable stack, and showed how some interesting prop-
erties can be verified with our approach. Our ongoing work is now trying to infer behavior
models defined through graph transformations by observing execution traces of existing module
libraries.
======= This paper presents an approach to the specification and verification of data abstrac-
tions by using graph transformations. The generative nature of graph transformation provided a
means to describe intensionally the (potentially infinite) behavior models of abstract data types,
thus overcoming the limitations of plain finite-state automata. Graph transformations can be
used to generate behavior models of the specified data abstraction which can be easily translated
into a finite set of axioms suitable for automatic verification, for example by using a SAT-solver.
By using a generative approach, the complexity of the generated model can be tailored to the
verification needs.
Our ongoing work is now on trying to infer behavior models defined through graph transfor-
mation systems by observing execution traces of existing module libraries.
¿¿¿¿¿¿¿ .r799
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